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Last year we wrote about the type of stocks that legendary investor and CEO of Berkshire

Hathaway (BRK) Warren Buffet looks for.1

In short, Buffett prefers quality companies—high profitability without excessive

leverage—that trade at reasonable valuations.

Through year-to-date September 2019, Berkshire generated an approximate 23%2 unrealized

gain on the value of its equity portfolio. Although the company has yet to report full-

year results, we anticipate that strong U.S. equity performance in 4Q 2019 further

supported BRK’s investments.

Despite a potential banner year for BRK’s equity portfolio, the performance of Berkshire

Hathaway shares lagged the S&P 500 Index by the greatest margin in a decade. Berkshire

Hathaway3 shares returned 10.9% versus the S&P 500 Index return of 31.5%4.

As a conglomerate with businesses ranging from insurance to railroads, BRK’s 20.5%

return deficit to the S&P 500 Index cannot be attributed to its equity portfolio. BRK’s

diversified stock holdings are intended to be held long term and should be viewed as a

stabilizing anchor for BRK shares when its operating businesses fall out of favor.

As admirers of Buffett’s value- and quality-centric investment philosophy, we describe

the screening process in our WisdomTree U.S. Quality Shareholder Yield (QSY) and U.S. Qu

ality Dividend Growth (DGRW) Funds as including a “Buffet factor” in stock selection.

Similar to BRK’s equity basket5, QSY and DGRW can be used to serve as anchors in

investors’ U.S. equity allocation.

They say don’t meet your heroes, but they didn’t say anything about comparing yourself

to them. How do DGRW and QSY stack up against BRK’s holdings?

Let’s draw comparisons from three perspectives: quality, capital return and value.

QualityQuality

In aggregate we find that the quality screens built into DGRW’s and QSY’s methodologies

are effective. The return on equity (ROE) and return on assets (ROA) quality screens,

measures of company profitability, are above Berkshire’s portfolio.

Figure 1: Quality ComparisonFigure 1: Quality Comparison

For standardized performance of Funds in the chart, please click their respective

tickers: DGRW, QSY.

For definitions of terms in the chart, please visit our glossary.

DGRW is a quality standout based on ROE and ROA, which can partially be attributed to
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lower exposure to the Financials sector (6% of total weight). Financials are the top

sector exposure for both QSY and BRK, with Berkshire’s exposure being significantly

larger (43% of total weight) than QSY’s (20%).

Figure 2: Sector ExposuresFigure 2: Sector Exposures

BRK’s Financials exposure is highly concentrated (27% of total weight) in large U.S.

banks, including Bank of America, JP Morgan, Wells Fargo and Goldman Sachs, which on

average have $2 trillion in assets. These massive balance sheets flow directly through

the denominator of ROE and ROA and reduce the level of return. Apple, with $338 billion

of assets, has the largest balance sheet of any company in DGRW.6

If we remove the impact the balance sheet may have on profitability and substitute

revenue in the denominator, we calculate the net income margin (profit margin). We

notice that BRK’s Financials exposure is now somewhat advantageous.

The average net income margin for the large banks is 20%, driving the aggregate result

for BRK in figure 1. With a larger and more diverse collection of holdings, the

aggregate profit margins of DGRW and QSY reflect a wider range of outcomes.

Capital ReturnCapital Return

The funds also focus on capital return—DGRW specifically targets dividend payers, while

QSY targets companies returning significant levels of capital to shareholders through

both dividends and share repurchases.

The ability to return capital to shareholders can be closely tied to other quality

metrics. The free cash flow margin links profitability with potential for capital

return. It measures the amount of cash flow available to shareholders for every dollar

of revenue earned. 

QSY, DGRW and BRK generate similar free cash flow margins, but QSY is ahead of the pack

when it comes to increasing the amount of cash returned to shareholders year-over-year.

Figure 3: Capital Return ComparisonFigure 3: Capital Return Comparison
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ValueValue

Buffett would likely argue that paying a fair price for quality, capital return or any

desired characteristic is the most important part of the screening process.

DGRW’s 2.4% dividend yield and QSY’s 8.4% shareholder yield provide a compelling

investment case that strikes a balance between quality, capital return and value. QSY’s

valuation looks especially discounted relative to the peer group (figure 4) with similar

profitability and a high-level cash payout.

Figure 4: Value ComparisonFigure 4: Value Comparison

For standardized performance of Funds in the chart, please click their respective

tickers: DGRW, QSY.

For definitions of terms in the charts above, please visit our glossary.

From our analysis, we can conclude that DGRW and QSY are on par with Berkshire’s

portfolio in terms of quality, capital return and value.

Importantly, these mid- and large-cap Funds achieve aggregate characteristics similar to

Berkshire’s holdings without concentrated exposure to a single sector, while being

valued at a discount to the S&P 500 Index.

Those investors seeking exposure to Buffet’s style of investing in a more scalable and

systematic fashion should consider adding QSY and DGRW to their core U.S. equity

allocations.
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1As of 12/31/19, QSY and DGRW did not hold Berkshire Hathaway. 

2Source: Berkshire Hathaway 10-Q filing for the period ending 9/30/19. Return measured as

equity security investment gains for the first nine months of 2019 as a percentage of

the fair value of equity securities as of 12/31/18.

3As measured by Berkshire Hathaway Class B Common Shares for the period 12/31/18–

12/31/19. 

4As measured by S&P 500 Index for the period 12/31/18–12/31/19.

5Per Berkshire Hathaway’s 13-F filing for the period ending 9/30/19. BRK’s equity

portfolio consists of individual stocks, or equity securities. QSY and DGRW are

exchange-traded funds (ETFs), whose shares are listed on a stock exchange and trade like

equity securities at market prices. ETFs allow you to buy or sell shares that represent

the collective performance of a selected group of securities.

6As of 1/31/20. DGRW held 4.6% of its weight in Apple and did not hold Bank of America,

JP Morgan, Wells Fargo or Goldman Sachs. QSY held 0.8%, 0.8% and 0.6% of its weight in

Apple, Bank of America and JP Morgan, respectively; QSY did not hold Wells Fargo or

Goldman Sachs.

Important Risks Related to this ArticleImportant Risks Related to this Article

There are risks associated with investing, including possible loss of principal. Funds

focusing their investments on certain sectors increase their vulnerability to any single

economic or regulatory development. This may result in greater share price volatility. 

While QSY is actively managed, the Fund’s investment process is expected to be heavily

dependent on quantitative models, and the models may not perform as intended. 

Please read each Fund’s prospectus for specific details regarding the Fund’s risk

profile.

The Global Industry Classification Standard (“GICS”) was developed by and is the

exclusive property and a service mark of MSCI Inc. (“MSCI”) and Standard & Poor’s

(“S&P”), a division of The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc., and is licensed for use by

WisdomTree Investments, Inc. Neither MSCI, S&P nor any other party involved in making or

compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications makes any express or implied warranties

or representations with respect to such standard or classification (or the results to be

obtained by the use thereof), and all such parties hereby expressly disclaim all

warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, merchantability and fitness for a

particular purpose with respect to any such standard or classification. Without limiting

any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, S&P, any of their affiliates or any third

party involved in making or compiling the GICS or any GICS classifications have any

liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive, consequential or any other

damages (including lost profits), even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

QualityQuality  : Characterized by higher efficiency and profitability. Typical measures include

earnings, return on equity, return on assets, operating profitability as well as others.

This term is also related to the Quality Factor, which associates these stock

characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

ValuationValuation  : Refers to metrics that relate financial statistics for equities to their

price levels to determine if certain attributes, such as earnings or dividends, are

cheap or expensive.

S&P 500 IndexS&P 500 Index  : Market capitalization-weighted benchmark of 500 stocks selected by the

Standard and Poor’s Index Committee designed to represent the performance of the leading

industries in the United States economy.

ValueValue  : Characterized by lower price levels relative to fundamentals, such as earnings

or dividends. Prices are lower because investors are less certain of the performance of

these fundamentals in the future. This term is also related to the Value Factor, which

associates these stock characteristics with excess returns vs the market over tim.

Return on Equity (ROE)Return on Equity (ROE)  : Measures a corporation’s profitability by revealing how much

profit a company generates with the money shareholders have invested.

Return on assets (ROA)Return on assets (ROA)  : Firm profits (after accounting for all expenses) divided by

the firm’s total assets. Higher numbers indicate greater profits relative to the level

of assets utilized to generate them.

DividendDividend  : A portion of corporate profits paid out to shareholders.

Share RepurchaseShare Repurchase  : A transaction in which a company purchases its own shares from the

marketplace.

Free Cash FlowFree Cash Flow  : A measure of how much cash is left in the company after taking into

account all the necessary expenses, including net capital expenditures.

Dividend yieldDividend yield  : A financial ratio that shows how much a company pays out in dividends

each year relative to its share price.

Shareholder YieldShareholder Yield  : A data point that references the combination of dividend yield and

buyback yield.
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